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INTRODUCTION
Humanoids are expected to perform complex tasks, including physical interactions with environments (see Figure 1 ) through the control of their whole-body motion. When both motion and force tasks are involved, three problems should be handled. First, when the degrees of freedom (DoF) of a motion and a force task are not orthogonal to each other, i.e. when both motion and force tasks defined at the end-effector frame require the same DoF, then the priorities between these two tasks should be handled, since both of them may not be satisfied all the time. Second, as motion and contact forces applied at different body frames can interfere with each other through robot dynamics, the controller must ensure that task hierarchies are respected to achieve an appropriate whole-body performance. Third, if constraints need to be satisfied, for example when foot contact forces need to be maintained within friction cones to avoid foot slippage, then the hierarchy of tasks should be consistent with such constraints. This paper focuses on the whole-body control of humanoid robots performing prioritized motion and force tasks subject to a set of constraints.
The motion and force control problem was first studied to control robotic manipulators. An approach to handle a pair of end-effector motion and force tasks is proposed in [11] . This approach uses task specification matrices to restrict operational space positional freedom in the subspace orthogonal to the directions of force that is to be applied by the end-effector. With the development of humanoid robots, several wholebody motion and force control approaches have been proposed. A dynamic balance force controller [25] is developed for the control of center of mass (CoM) motion and contact forces of humanoid robots, where an addi- tional task force is computed based on a CoM dynamics model and external forces to ensure balance. In these approaches, the control of an arbitrary number of prioritized tasks is not dealt with.
The problem of prioritized multi-task control of redundant robots is addressed by hierarchical control algorithms. Some of these control algorithms focus on the handling of strict task priority hierarchies, such as analytical methods based on null-space projectors [6, 7, 18, 24] , which ensure that lower priority tasks are performed only in the null-space of higher priority tasks. However, these methods handle task priorities by relying on the use of pseudo-inverses and null space projectors, resulting in a formulation that is mathematically not compatible with inequality constraints. Therefore, constraints, such as those restricting contact forces inside friction cones to avoid foot slippage of humanoids, can not be properly implemented. The handling of prioritized tasks as well as equality and inequality constraints is addressed by hierarchical quadratic programming (HQP) algorithms [5, 9, 20, 21] . The idea of HQP is to first solve a quadratic program (QP) to obtain a solution for a higher priority task; and then to solve another QP for a lower priority task, without increasing the obtained minimum of the previous task objective. This prioritization process corresponds to solving lowerpriority tasks in the null-space of higher-priority tasks while respecting constraints.
Another type of redundant robot control framework handles non-strict task hierarchies by using weighting strategies [1, 2, 3, 13, 22] , the solution of which is a trade-off among task objectives with different weights. These weighting strategies are based on the use of optimization techniques. All the constraints and task objectives are solved in one quadratic program. One limitation of weighting strategies is that strict priorities cannot be achieved, and the performance of higher-priority tasks cannot be guaranteed by simply adjusting the weights of task objectives. Although this problem is ad-dressed by a prioritized control framework [14] , which ensures the performance of a higher-priority task with a user defined tolerance margin, this approach handles priorities of only two levels.
An important difference between strict and nonstrict hierarchies is how efficiently they achieve hierarchy rearrangements. For robots acting in dynamically changing contexts, task priorities may have to be switched, and certain tasks may have to be activated or deactivated to cope with changing situations, for example, during frequent establishment and break of contacts. In this case, a sudden rearrangement of task hierarchies may lead to a large discontinuity in control laws and an increased risk of system instability. Such a sudden rearrangement may occur when the hierarchies are handled by strict hierarchical control algorithms, which organize tasks by using discrete priority levels. Therefore, to achieve smooth hierarchy rearrangements within strict hierarchies, some specific methods have been developed. The method presented in [10, 19] achieves smooth priority rearrangement between only two levels of tasks. An approach to hierarchical control with continuous null-space projections is presented in [4] , but the use of a specific activator makes this approach difficult to implement for separatly handling different task directions. Priority transition between multiple tasks is achieved by the use of a specific inverse operator [16] or by using intermediate desired values in the task space [12] , but the computation time of these two methods increases with the number of simultaneous priority transitions. On the other hand, priority transitions can be easily achieved within a nonstrict hierarchical control framework by the continuous variation of task weights [22] . This method is used in HQP approaches to swap task priorities [8] smoothly. But this implementation may require a set of swaps before bringing a task to the desired priority level, since a swap is needed each time the task is moved from its actual priority level to a consecutive one.
The above mentioned works handle task hierarchies organized in a lexicographic way [21] , which is not flexible since a lexicographic hierarchy does not allow one to handle the priority between each pair of tasks separately. For example, in the case of a weighting strategy, the priority between each pair of tasks is determined by the ratio of their task weights. For a hierarchy containing three tasks: task 1, task 2, and task 3, once the value of ω t1 is fixed, the desired priorities of task 2 and task 3 over task 1 can be achieved by tuning ω t2 and ω t3 respectively. But in this way, the priority of task 3 over task 2 is fixed by the previously tuned ω t2 and ω t3 , and it is thus not possible to tune the priority relation between task 2 and task 3 any more.
Recently, a generalized projector has been developed and used in [15] for hierarchical control. The novelty of hierarchical control algorithms based on the use of this generalized projector is that they can handle not only a single standard lexicographic hierarchy as the HQP and weighting strategies do, but also a complex priority network of hierarchies with both strict and non-strict priorities. The priority between each pair of tasks can be handled separately. Only one swapping phase is needed to move an arbitrary number of tasks to their desired priority levels concurrently. Moreover, this generalized projector improves the smoothness during hierarchy rearrangements, because it can regulate to what extent a lower-priority task is projected into the null-space of higher-priority tasks (e.g. completely, partially, or not at all). In [15] , the generalized projector is implemented in an optimization based dynamic control framework, which is applied to control a simulated KUKA LWR robot. However, the application of this control framework in real-time control of humanoid robots is limited, because its computational cost is sensitive to the number of tasks and the number of DoF of the robot.
The contribution of this paper is the implementation of the aforementioned generalized projector in a quasi-static torque control framework and on humanoid robots. Compared with the control framework used in [15] , the computational cost of this quasi-static framework is much less sensitive to task numbers or robot complexity. This makes it possible to handle a complex network of task priorities by using the generalized projector, with a computation cost that can be suitable for real-time control of humanoid robots. This paper is organized as follows. The robot model, as well as task definitions and task priority parametrization used in this paper are presented in Section 2. The control framework is developed in Section 3. Some experimental results are presented in Section 4 to demonstrate the framework capabilities. Finally, the conclusion and future works are presented in Section 5.
Modeling
Consider a robot as an articulated mechanism with n DoF including n a actuated DoF. The dynamics of the robot in terms of its generalized coordinates q ∈ R n are written as follows
where M(q) ∈ R n×n is the generalized inertia matrix;q ∈ R n andq ∈ R n are the vector of velocity and the vector of acceleration in generalized coordinates, respectively; n(q,q) ∈ R n is the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal induced joint torques; g(q) ∈ R n is the vector of gravity induced joint torques; S(q,q) T ∈ R n×na is a selection matrix for the actuated DoF; τ ∈ R na is the vector of the actuation torques; J c (q) T = J c,1 (q) T . . . J c,nc (q) T is the transpose of a Jacobian matrix, with J c,β (q), the Jacobian matrix associated with a contact point β;
T are the external contact wrenches applied to the robot, with n c the number of contact points.
Motion and force tasks
Consider a robot performing motion and force tasks. Each task i is associated with its task wrench w t,i . For a goal directed Cartesian motion task i, the task wrench w t,i should drive the task frame to perform the desired motion. The desired task wrench can be, for example, the output of a proportional-derivative (PD) controller
where e i andė i are task position and velocity errors, respectively; and K P,i and K D,i are symmetric, positive definite gain matrices. For a posture task, the task wrench w t,i is in fact a torque in joint space. For a goal directed wrench task, the desired task wrench can be the output of, for example, a proportionalintegral controller with a feed-forward term
where w t,i is the desired task wrench applied by the robot on the environment, e w is the error of task wrench, and K P,i and K I,i are symmetric, positive definite gain matrices. The integral component here is used to reduce steady state force tracking errors. For a non goal directed task, such as the foot contact task for supporting the whole-body balance, or a whole-body posture task, which ensures the uniqueness of robot control input solution, the desired wrench is unknown a priori. The appropriate values of these task wrenches are computed by the controller.
In this paper, I denotes the set of all the tasks, including both goal directed and non goal directed tasks. N is a subset in I, which contains non goal directed tasks only. w t denotes the vector of all the task wrenches.
Basically, each task wrench w t,i acts on the robot dynamics (1) through its equivalent joint torques (τ t,i = J t,i (q) T w t,i with J t,i being the task Jacobian 1 ). These equivalent joint torques are accounted for in the computation of τ , which is used to drive the robot.
Priority parametrization
The priority parametrization used in [15] is applied here. The relative importance levels of each task i with respect to a set of n t tasks, including task i, is characterized by a priority matrix A i
where m j is the dimension of task j, A i is a diagonal matrix, the main diagonal blocks of which are square matrices: α ij I mj . I mj is the m j × m j identity matrix, and α ij ∈ [0, 1]. In this paper, the notation i j indicates that task i has a strict higher priority over task j. By convention, the coefficient α ij indicates the priority of task j with respect to task i.
α ij = 1 corresponds to the case where task j has a strict higher priority with respect to task i (j i). -0 < α ij < 1 corresponds to a soft (non-strict) priority between the two tasks: the larger the value of α ij , the higher the importance level of task j with respect to task i. α ij = 0 corresponds to the case where task i is not at all restricted by task j.
Task insertion and deletion
There is a particular case induced by the proposed parametrization, which corresponds to the influence of task i on itself. This self-influence can be interpreted in terms of task existence, modulated by α ii .
-If α ii = 1, then task i has a strict higher priority over itself, or in other words the task is projected into its own null space, which means the task is deactivated. -If α ii = 0, then task i is not restricted by itself, which means the task is fully activated. -If 0 < α ii < 1, then the task is partially activated.
Decreasing α ii from 1 to 0 implies that the task is introduced in the set of activated tasks gradually. Increasing α ii from 0 to 1 implies that the task is removed from the set of activated tasks gradually.
When being added or suppressed, the influence of task i with respect to other tasks also has to be defined and this can be done by the regulation of α ij .
Control problem formulation
The hierarchical control framework proposed in this paper extends the quasi-static torque control framework introduced in [14] , which is summarized in section 3.1. This paper relies on a quasi-static control because it is fast enough to achieve real-time control of robots with a high number of DoF. Section 3.2 summarizes the generalized projector developed in [15] , which is implemented in the control framework in section 3.3 to achieve a quasi-static hierarchical control.
Quasi-static control with weighting strategy
The quasi-static control framework in [14] handles multiple prioritized tasks subject to equality and inequality constraints. This multi-objective control problem is formulated as a QP problem, where all the task objectives and constraints are solved simultaneously in one QP. More specifically, this approach first solves the QP for optimal task wrenches, and then it applies the Jacobian-transpose method to compute joint torques that are equivalent to the optimized task wrenches.
The QP problem is formulated as
where the matrices Q ti and Q ri are diagonal weighting matrices with Q ti = ω ti I mi , Q ri = ω ri I mi .
Here ω is the scalar parameter of a task weight, I a is the a × a identity matrix, and m i is the dimension of task i. The norms of the wrench errors of goal directed tasks are minimized to achieve a compromise among all these tasks weighted by Q ti . If a task i is more important than another task j, then ω ti > ω tj . Q ri is the weighting matrix of the regulation term, which minimizes the norm of wrench variables of non goal directed tasks. For a standing humanoid robot, the non goal directed tasks may include the foot contact tasks and the whole-body posture task. As the redundancy of the humanoid robot may allow multiple control input solutions satisfying the same task objectives, this regulation term is useful for ensuring the uniqueness of the solution. As the regulation term may increase the error of goal directed tasks, ω ri is usually set to a very small value compared to ω ti .
The equality constraint (5b) is the static equilibrium of the root body under w t,i and g. The superscript rt stands for the root (free-floating base) DoF and (5b) corresponds to the six unactuated lines in (1) .
The matrix G and the vector h in (5c) express some other equality or inequality constraints, such as non-sliding contact constraints and bounds on wrench variables or on joint torques. For example, joint torque bound constraints can be formulated as
where τ and τ are the lower and upper bounds of τ . The superscript ac denotes the actuated DoF, which correspond to the actuated lines in (1) . Let w * ti denotes the solution of (5) . Joint torques are computed as follows
In (5), a weighting strategy is used to handle a lexicographic hierarchy of multiple prioritized tasks, and strict priority cannot be achieved. This control framework is extended in section 3.3 to allow one to control the priority between each pair of tasks separately and to change the priority gradually from a non strict case to a strict case. This is achieved by using the generalized projector explained in section 3.2.
Generalized projector
The generalized projector P i (A i ) ∈ R n×n introduced in [15] can be used here to modify task torques τ i by an appropriate projection (P i (A i )τ i ) to account for the hierarchy information contained in A i . This generalized projector can completely or partially project a task in the null-space of other tasks. It can handle both strict and non-strict priorities, since it allows the precise regulation of how much a task is affected by other tasks. This section provides a short outline of the computation of P i (A i ) ∈ R n×n as needed in this paper. More details of this computation can be found in [15] .
In order to compute the generalized projector P i (A i ), a preliminary processing of A i and of the augmented Jacobian J, which concatenates the Jacobian matrices of all the n t tasks in a hierarchy (
is carried out according to the priorities of all the tasks with respect to task i. As each row of J is associated to the same row in A i , the rows of J can be sorted in descending order with respect to the values of the diagonal elements in A i . The resulting matrix J si is thus constructed so that tasks which should be the least influenced by task i appear in its first rows, while tasks which can be the most influenced by task i appear in its last rows. The values in A i are sorted accordingly, leading to A s i , the diagonal elements of which are organized in descending order starting from the first row.
Based on J si , a projector into the null space of J can be computed. This can be done by first computing a matrix B i (J si ) ∈ R r×n , where r = rank(J si ) is the rank of J si . The rows of B i (J si ) form an orthonormal basis of the joint space obtained by using elementary row transformations on J si . Then this projector can be computed as P i = I n − B T i B i . When performing task i by using the projected joint torques P i τ i = (J i P i ) T w i , the projector P i basically cancels any joint torque that impacts all the n t tasks, including task i itself.
The computation of the projector P i can be modified such that tasks having strict priority over task i are perfectly accounted for; tasks over which task i has a strict priority are not considered; and all other tasks with soft priorities are accounted for, according to the value of their respective priority parameters in A i . The generalized projector accounting for all these requirements is given by
where A s i,r is a diagonal matrix of degree r. The vector origin ∈ R r is a vector of the row indexes of J si selected during the construction of the orthonormal basis B i . Each of these r rows in J si is linearly independent to all the previously selected ones. The diagonal elements of A s i,r are restricted to the r diagonal elements of A s i , which correspond to the r rows of J si , the row indexes of which belong to origin.
Note that by varying the value of each α ij in A i , one can regulate the priority of each task j in the n t tasks with respect to task i separately. Moreover, if α ii = 1, then task i is projected into its own null-space, i.e. it is essentially canceled out. Decreasing α ii continuously from 1 to 0 activates task i gradually. Conversely, increasing α ii continuously from 0 to 1 provides one with a proper task deletion procedure.
Generalized Quasi-Static Hierarchical Control
The control framework presented in Section 3.1 is extended here to account for both strict and non strict task priorities. Moreover, an advantage of this approach is that a priority rearrangement can be performed between any two tasks.
The QP problem to be solved here is
where {P ti (A i )} is the set of generalized projectors of all the tasks.
The control input τ is computed by using modulated task wrenches (P ti J ac ti T w ti ) to account for desired task hierarchies
The major difference between the formulation of the proposed hierarchical control framework and that of the control framework reviewed in Section 3.1 is that each task Jacobian J ti is modulated by the generalized projector here to account for the desired hierarchies. As the task hierarchy in (9) is handled by generalized projectors instead of task weights, the weighting matrix Q ti in (5) is set to the identity matrix for goal directed task objectives in (9) . The weight ω ri of the regulation term is set to a value which is very small compared to 1.
In this framework, foot contact tasks are considered as non goal directed tasks. These foot contact tasks are crucial for maintaining the balance of the robot. Their task wrenches are constrained not only by the static equilibrium (9b), but also by the linearized friction cone constraints included in (9c) to avoid foot slippage. It is important to ensure that no foot slippage is generated due to other goal directed tasks. This is achieved by setting the projectors of force contact tasks to the identity matrix (P ti (A i ) = I n for foot contact tasks); so that in both the constraints and the computation of joint torques, these foot contact tasks are not projected into the null space of any other task.
Bounds of joint torques (11) are implemented as inequality constraints within this framework using modulated task Jacobians
Indeed, all the equality and inequality constraints have a higher priority over goal directed task hierarchies in this framework. This is because the constraints are expressed in terms of the modulated task wrenches accounting for desired task hierarchies; and these modulated task wrenches, which are ensured to satisfy these constraints by solving (9) , are used to compute the equivalent control signal of joint torques.
RESULTS
The proposed control approach has been implemented on a free-floating humanoid robot iCub in simulation and a fixed-based real iCub robot. The iCub robot has 38 DoFs, including 6 DoFs of its root body, and 32 DoFs of its joints. The simulations are carried out on the simulator XDE [17] , which is a software environment that manages physics simulation in real time. The QP problem (9) is solved by using the QLD solver [23] . In the experiments, the control period is 10ms.
Task priority rearrangements for table pounding
In this experiment, the simulated iCub robot is required to stand on the ground and switch its hands to apply a contact force of 30N on a table periodically (see Figure 2) . The table surface is connected with the ground through a spring with a stiffness of 2000 N/m and a damping of 89 N s/m. The displacement of the spring is used to measure the hand contact force. Fig. 2 Snapshots of the robot switching its hands to apply a contact force on a table periodically by using the control framework proposed in this paper.
Eighteen tasks are considered, namely the 2-D center of mass (CoM) task, the 3-D right hand (rh) and left hand (lh) position tasks, the 3-D right hand and left hand orientation tasks, the 1-D right hand force (rhf) and left hand force (lhf) tasks, the 1-D head orientation task, the 32-D whole-body posture task, the 5-D back posture task, and four 3-D contact force tasks on each feet. The static equilibrium constraint (9b) is applied to the free-floating base. Non-sliding contact constraints are applied to contact points on the feet.
During the experiment, the CoM task has the strict higher priority over all the other tasks (by setting all the α i,CoM = 1 and all the α CoM,i = 0) to ensure the balance of the robot. The posture task, which is used for redundancy resolution, is always assigned with the lowest priority. The hand orientation tasks, back posture task, and head orientation task are of lower priorities than the hand position tasks and hand force tasks. The priority relations between pairs of tasks, including the left and right hand position tasks, the left and right hand orientation tasks, the left and right hand force tasks, and the head and hand orientation tasks are left free (by setting relevant α ij = α ji = 0).
A finite state machine (FSM) is used to describe the switching sequence of tasks. The states are: idle, rhreaching, rh-contact, rh-release, lh-reaching, lh-contact, lh-release. As the table is connected with the ground by a spring, the table surface will move downward when the hand pushes it strongly. Hand task targets during contact states are fixed on the surface of the initial table position; while the actual hand position during this state should be lower than this target position to be able to increase the contact force to 30N . This means that during the periodic behavior of contact establishment and break between the hands and the table, priorities between hand force tasks and hand position tasks should be modified. Task priorities with respect to different states are illustrated in Figure 3 . [rhf] [rhf, lhf] id le [lhf, rhf] lh-r e a ching [lhf, rhf] lh-r e le a se [rhf, lhf] lh-cont a ct [rhf] [lhf] -At the beginning, the robot is in idle state. During this state, its hands are not in contact with the table. The hand force tasks are deactivated, and they have a strict lower priority than hand position tasks by default. -In rh/lh-reaching state, the hand moves toward the table.
[ h ig h e st p r ior it y t a sk s] [ low e st p r ior it y t a sk s]
-When a contact is established with the table, the FSM enters rh/lh-contact state. When entering this state, the hand force task is gradually activated and its priority increases gradually over hand position task to enhance the control of hand contact force. -When rh/lh-release state starts, the hand should move away from the table to a target position above it. When entering this state, the hand force task is gradually deactivated and its priority with respect to hand position task decreases to enhance hand position control.
The following functions are used for the smooth variation of an α ij (conversely α ji ) from 0 to 1 during the transition time period
The experiment is first conducted with the hierarchy rearrangement period (t 2 −t 1 ) being set to 0.6s. The result of α, hand contact forces, as well as the errors of the CoM and the hand position tasks are shown in Figure 4 . At the beginning, α lhf,lhf = 1 and α rhf,rhf = 1, which means that the force tasks are deactivated since they are projected in their own null-spaces. When the hand touches the table, α lhf,lhf (or α rhf,rhf ) decreases to zero smoothly to activate the force task gradually. During the contact phase, α rhf,rh (or α lhf,lh ) decreases to zero and α rh,rhf (or α lh,lhf ) increases smoothly so that the priority of hand force task increases gradually over hand position task. After this hierarchy rearrangement, as can be observed in Figure 4 , the hand task error increases while the force task tracks its reference well.
Moreover, during the experiment, the equilibrium of the robot is maintained and no foot slippage is observed, which illustrates the fact that this approach can handle a task hierarchy subject to both equality constraint (static equilibrium) and inequality constraint (non-sliding contacts).
An advantage of this approach is that the rearrangement of task hierarchy can be carried out gradually and more smoothly to avoid abrupt hierarchy changes and thus reduce system instability. To demonstrate this, the same experiment is carried out with a sudden change of relevant αs (during 0.015s which is much faster than in the previous experiment). The resulting hand contact forces are shown in Figure 5 . Hand force task errors with both gradual and sudden hierarchy rearrangements are shown in Figure 6 . The energy consumption measured by the sum of squares of the joint torques (τ T τ ) is shown in Figure 7 . Figure 5 , 6, and 7 show that larger force task errors with larger peaks and more energy consumptions (larger squared sum of joint torques) can be observed when hierarchies are rearranged suddenly, compared with the previous case where hierarchies are changed more slowly by smoother variations of α ij . The desired transition duration should be defined by user requirements. It can be related to criteria such as less energy consumption, less joint jerks, etc. The point here is to show that the proposed approach provides a way to change hierarchy rearrangement speed, and to show that a slower transition actually reduces energy consumption.
Computation time
The computation time for the proposed control algorithm for the table pounding experiment presented in section 4.1 is shown in Figure 8 . It can be seen in Figure  8 that for the iCub robot with n = 38 DoF performing k = 18 tasks, and with the total task dimension of m = i∈I m i = 78, the computation time for the control algorithm is within 10ms (cpu-time = 1.52 ± 0.36 ms, max = 6.14 ms). Compared to the control framework presented in [15] , which needs a computation time with the order of magnitude of 80ms for the iCub robot performing 5 tasks, the computation time of the framework proposed in this paper is largely reduced. This is mainly because, for the approach in [15] , the dimension of the optimization variable for the shown simulation is kn = 684 (task number multiplied with robot DoF), whereas for the approach proposed in this paper, this dimension is reduced to m = 78 (total task dimension). Note that the computation time provided here is the 
Experiments on a real humanoid robot
In this section, the proposed approach is applied to control a fixed based iCub robot to perform multiple prioritized motion tasks (see Figure 9 ). The experiments show task performances during priority switching. Moreover, the influence of priority parameters on steady state task errors are studied.
Experimental setup
In the experiments, four tasks are controlled simultaneously:
a 3-D head position task: the head task target is a static position to keep the head up; Fig. 9 The iCub robot being controlled by the proposed approach to perform a head position task, a left hand position task, a posture task, and a joint limit avoidance task.
a 3-D left hand (lh) position task: the lh task target is a static position in front on the right of the robot, and this task can be in conflict with the head task, because it requires the robot to lean its upper body, including the head, forward in order to reach the left hand target; a 32-D whole-body posture task: the posture task handles posture redundancy; a joint limit (jl) avoidance task: a task for the avoidance of joint limits, and the target position for each considered joint is its neutral position.
The priority between the left hand task and the head task is varied by different values of α lh,head and α head,lh . The posture task has the lowest priority, with α posture,i = 1 and α i,posture = 0 with i ∈ {lh, head, jl}. The handling of joint limit is achieved by changing the priority of the joint limit avoidance task. By default, this task has a low priority. But whenever a joint is close to its limit, the priority of the task corresponding to this joint is increased with respect to all the other tasks to draw the joint position away from its limit.
Note that the output of the control framework proposed in this paper is joint torques. There are two ways to illustrate the performance of a torque control framework on robots, as mentioned in [21] . The first way is to apply the control signal τ to the simulated robot, and integrateq resulting from the simulation to control the real robot; the second way is to directly use τ to control the real robot (this is clearly the most appropriate way). Since the iCub used in this experiment is a position controlled robot, the demonstration of the control algorithm on this robot is achieved using the first method.
Priority switching on real robot
In this experiment, the priorities between the left hand task and the head task are switched. The switching is achieved by the continuous variation of α lh,head from 0 to 1 and α head,lh from 1 to 0 using (12) . Figure 10 shows the errors of the two tasks. It can be seen that the switch of task priorities are successfully achieved.
Influence of priority parameters on steady state task errors
In the previously mentioned experiments, the priority parameters of each task pair satisfy α ij + α ji = 1 at all the time. However, α ij + α ji = 1 is not a necessary condition for task priority assignments. Indeed, the error of task i is related not only to how task i is restricted by other tasks through α ij , but also to how task i is allowed to influence other tasks through α ji . To explain the influence of α ij on task errors in detail, the steady state task errors with respect to different choices of priority parameter values are studied here. Figure 11 presents the errors of the head task and the left hand task with respect to different values of α lh,head and α head,lh . It can be seen in Figure 11 that when α lh,head = 0 and α head,lh = 1, the steady state left hand task error is very small. Generally, there are different ways to reduce the head task error. The first way is to increase α lh,head , which leads to the left hand task being restricted more by the head task, and the head task being less affected by the left hand task. The second way is to decrease α head,lh , which leads to the head task being less restricted by the left hand task, and the left hand task being more affected by the head Fig. 11 Errors of the head task and the left hand task with respect to different priority parameter values. task. For example, when α lh,head increases from 0.2 to 0.65 with α head,lh fixed at 0.8, the steady state error of the left hand task is increased, and the steady state error of the head task is decreased.
The results in Figure 11 also show that task performances are not simply influenced by the ratio between α ij and α ji . For example, when α lh,head = α head,lh = a ≤ 0.65, the errors of the two tasks are close. But when a is inceased to a high value of 0.8, both tasks are restricted a lot by each other, and such restriction affects especially the left hand task in this example.
Note that the proposed approach parametrizes task priorities in a continuous way and can encode priorities between each pair of tasks, therefore, it is richer and more informative compared with a discrete parametrization used by strict priorities.
Conclusions and Future Works
This paper proposes a hierarchical control approach to handle multiple motion and force tasks for a humanoid robot. The generalized projector is used to precisely regulate how much a task can influence or be influenced by other tasks through the modulation of a priority matrix. The same mechanism is used to activate and deactivate tasks.
Experiments demonstrate that both motion and contact force tasks of different priorities can be handled by this approach. Task priorities can be maintained and switched, and the switching duration can be adjusted to achieve smoother hierarchy rearrangement. The computation cost is largely reduced compared to the previous work [15] .
The proposed approach provides the possibility to automatically regulate a complex priority network, since this approach uses a continuous parametrization of the priority between each pair of tasks. A potential appli-cation of the proposed framework could be to combine with robot learning techniques to incrementally learn and improve the tuning of priority parameters for different scenarios of interactions with the environment.
